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Surgery Detorsion and fixation of both the involved testis and the contralateral uninvolved testis should. Manual detorsion If surgery is not immediately. in the obstetric literature: manual detorsion or rotation of the foetus and uterus per rolling the cow, use of a detorsion rod and caesarean section (Aubry et al. Treatment is immediate manual detorsion followed by surgical intervention. Anomalous development of the tunica vaginalis and spermatic cord can lead. In some cases, the doctor may be able to untwist the testicle by pushing on the scrotum (manual detorsion), but you'll still need surgery to prevent torsion. tool to assess testicular torsion TREATMENT • Definitive treatment: surgical detorsion and orchioplexy • Manual detorsion: medial to lateral Testicular Torsion. Treatment of paraphimosis consists of manual compression of the oedematous tissue with a Manual detorsion of the testis is done without anaesthesia. We Must be Cautious in the Course of Manual Detorsion. Mustafa Güneş, MD, Mehmet Umul, MD, and Muammer Altok, MD. Abstract: Testicular torsion. Spontaneous incomplete or complete detorsion. Page 90. Spermatic Cord Torsion. Manual Detorsion. Detorsion. Direction of torsion. R. L. R. L. Some advocate. While waiting for surgical intervention, certain studies have suggested that manual detorsion of the testis may help restore some degree of blood flow. and manual detorsion was immediately performed as both a diagnostic and the torsion was medial to lateral and detorsion should be accomplished. A total of 53 patients were diagnosed with testicular torsion. Three patients underwent manual detorsion and under went elective surgery at a later date, so were.